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‘As water and fire are opposite each other, so are opposite 

religion and anger.’ Ancient poet Bänbhatt 

 

 

Jad chetanano bhinna chhe, kewal pragat swabhäv; 
Ekpanun päme nahin, trane käl dway bhäv. 

-----  Atmasidhi 57 
 

Manifest properties of lifelessness and consciousness are different. 
They can never become one; duality prevails forever. 

 
Nirvän day of Lord Mahäveer, which is celebrated as Diwäli, occured on the 11th of this month and the 
birthday of Shrimad Rajchandra will occur on 25th. On these occasions we are giving here a poem 
composed by Shrimad Rajchandra on September 11, 1891. It deals with the nature of sentient soul and 
insentient matter called Pudgal as presented by Lord Mahäveer. 
 

JAD BHÄVE JAD PARINAME 
 

 

Jadbhäve jad pariname, chetan chetan bhäv; 
Koi koi palate nahin, chhodi äp swabhäv. (1) 

 
Translation: Insentient matter turns into insentient states and sentient into sentient ones; nothing can give 
up its nature and turn into something else. 
 
Explanation: All substances in the universe can be divided in two categories of sentient and insentient. They 
undergo changes in their states, but the sentient soul stays sentient and the insentient matter stays insentient. 
The sentient soul is imbibed with consciousness; whatever changes occur in its states are therefore conscious; 
they cannot be devoid of consciousness. Insentient matter is lifeless and all its states  remain lifeless. That is 
the law of nature; no one can change it. 
 

 

Jad te jad tran kälmän, chetan chetan tem; 
Pragat anubhavroop chhe, sanshay temän kem? (2) 

 
Translation: Insentient matter stays insentient all the time and sentient soul stays sentient. That is the 
obvious experience; why should there be any doubt about it? 
 
Explanation: What has been said in the above stanza is obvious and that can come to the experiential level. 
That is the fundamental principle of Jainism and there is no scope for raising any doubt about it. This very 
subject has been presented by Shrimad in Vachanämrut # 902 and is worth quoting for better understanding 
this poem. It is stated therein, ‘Jad ne chaitanya banne dravyano swabhäv bhinna.’ It means that the nature of 
sentient soul is entirely different from that of the insentient matter.   



 

Jo jad chhe tran kälmän, chetan chetan hoy; 
Bandh moksh to nahi ghate, nivrutti pravrutti nhoy. (3). 

 
Translation: If insentient matter remains insentient all the time and sentient remains sentient, there would 
be no scope for any activity nor for retreating and hence for occurrence of bondage or liberation. 
 
Explanation: Bondage of Karma occurs by the interaction of Karma particles upon soul and liberation 
means getting freed from that bondage. The insentient matter stays inactive (except for changes taking place 
in its form), while sentient soul is active. The question therefore arises that if the insentient matter is always 
inactive, how can insentient particles of Karma exercise any impact on sentient soul and how can soul acquire 
the bondage of Karma? And if there is no bondage, the question of getting liberated from it does not even 
arise. 
 

 

Bandh moksh sanyogathi, jyän lag ätam abhän; 
Pan nahi tyäg swabhävano, bhäkhe Jin Bhagvän. (4) 

 
Translation: Bondage and release occur as long as soul remains ignorant of its true nature; but it does not 
mean that soul gives up its nature. So states the omniscient Lord. 
  
Explanation: In reply to the above question it is said here that soul in its worldly state remains attached to 
the body and its relations. That attachment itself constitutes the bondage. If one gives up the attachment, he 
gets freed from the bondage and attains liberation. In no case, however, soul gives up its nature of being 
distinct from the insentient objects. This point has been emphasized in Vachanämrut 902 by ‘Swaroop chetan 
nij, jad chhe sambandh mätra’. It means that consciousness is the nature of soul and its connection with the 
insentient matter is for the time being; it is merely a temporary phase. 
 

 
Varte bandh prasangmän, te nij pad ajnän; 

Pan jadatä nahi ätmane, e siddhänta pramän. (5) 
 
Translation: Staying with the concept of bondage indicates the ignorance of one’s Self; it is, however, the 
established principle that soul does not become insentient. 
 
Explanation: The concept of bondage is illusory and arises out of ignorance of one’s true nature. The state of 
ignorance is, however, a temporary phenomenon and stays only so long as one remains unaware of his 
inherent consciousness. It is not everlasting and one can get freed from it by endeavoring to manifest the 
inherent enlightenment that is lying latent within. It is therefore said here that sentient soul can never become 
insentient. 
 

 

Grahe aroopi roopine, e acharajani vät; 
Jiv bandhan jäne nahi, kevo Jin siddhänt?  (6) 

 
Translation: It is amazing that the formless can get hold of the form and that the soul does not know about 
its bondage. What type of Jain precept is it! 
 
Explanation: Soul is formless, while insentient matter does have a form. That form is subtle and remains 
invisible in Paramänu (Indivisible part of an atomic particle) state. But Parmunus have the capability to gat 
combined and to take a molecular state, and such molecules become visible to us. The question therefore 
arises, ‘How can formless soul get hold of Karma particles, which have the form?’ Moreover, soul being 
conscious, it should be able to know its bondage. How is it thus possible to justify the Jain precept that soul 
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does not know its bondage? Moreover, how can insentient particles of Karma exercise impact upon soul? Is it 
not amazing to hold such a view?’ 
 

 

Pratham deh drashti hati, tethi bhäsyo deh; 
Have drashti thai ätmamän, gayo dehathi neh. (7) 

 
Translation: The perception was earlier oriented toward the body and hence one remained conscious of it. 
Since the perception has now turned inward, the attachment for the body has disappeared.  
 
Explanation: This stanza gives reply to the questions raised in the previous stanza. It states that there had 
been attachment to the body and its relations when the perception was outward. That led to forsaking one’s 
true nature. That condition has changed with the removal of ignorance. Since the perception has now turned 
inward, there is no longer the attachment for the body or any of its connections. Vachanämrut 902 vividly 
mentions this in the following words. 
 

 

Käyäni visäri mäyä, swaroope samäyä evä; 
Nirgranthano panth, bhav antano upäy chhe 

 
It means that the path of connectionless monks, who have forsaken the attachment for the body and abide in 
true nature, is the way of terminating the cycle of birth and death. 
 

 

Jad chetan sanyog ä, khän anädi anant; 
Koi na kartä tehano, bhäkhe Jin Bhagvant. (8) 

 
Translation: The omniscient Lords have said that the connection of insentient matter with sentient soul has 
been prevailing since the infinity and there is no originator thereof. 
 
Explanation: The omniscient Lords have stated that the connection between sentient soul and insentient 
matter has been prevailing since the time immemorial. There had been no time when that connection did not 
prevail nor is it possible to conceive of any time when the connection started. This is similar to a gold mine in 
which the gold had never been pure and it is not possible to say when it became impure. Since there is also no 
end in sight of the said connection, it is compared here with an inexhaustible mine that has been operating 
since the infinity. The deposits in every mine are, however,  of limited quantity; they are going to be exhausted 
sooner or later; and so is the case of combination of Karma particles with soul; its bondage also  is going to 
end  at the time of liberation. 
 

 

Mool dravya utpanna nahi, nahi näsh pan tem; 
Anubhavathi te siddha chhe, bhäkhe Jinvar em. (9) 

 
Translation: The omniscient Lord states that the original substance can neither be produced nor can it be 
destroyed. This is evident from the experience. 
 
Explanation: All objects that come to our notice have been undergoing changes; old things get worn, torn 
and undergo changes in shape, color, size etc. Natural forces are continually at work to bring out such 
changes. We, human beings also change many forms by breaking, cutting, shearing, fixing, joining, combining, 
welding etc. Old forms thus disappear and new ones come into being every moment. Jainism specifies the 
smallest unit of time as Samay, which is infinitesimal part of a second and states that every form gives place to 
a new one at every Samay. All existing forms thus continue to give place to the new ones and no form stays  

Continued on the last page….. 
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DEEPÄWALI: THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS 
 

Dear young friends, 
 
This month marks two major occasions. One relates to 
Lord Mahäveer’s Nirvän that happens to occur on 11th 
November this year. It is celebrated as the festival of 
Diwäli. That term actually stands for Deepävali, which 
is made up of two words Deep and Ävali. Deep means 
lamp and Ävali means series. Deepävali therefore 
means the festival of lights. It is the most delightful 
and sacred festival in India and is celebrated together 
with three previous  days and two succeeding 
ones thus covering six days in all. 
 
The first day is Väg Bäras that occurs on the twelfth 
day of dark half of the month Ashwin, the last month 
in Indian calendar. Väg means learning and the day is 
therefore meant for worshipping Saraswati, the 
goddess of learning. The people are, however, not 
aware of that meaning, and wrongly term it as Wägh 
(Tiger) Bärash as if tiger is to be worshipped. The next 
day is Dhan Teras meaning thirteenth day meant for 
worshipping Laxmi, the goddess of wealth. Subsequent 
day is called Käli Chaudash meaning the dark 
fourteenth day, that is meant for worshipping the 
goddess Kälikä in order to gain different sorts of 
worldly accomplishment. 
 
The next day is Deepävali, which is considered the 
most delightful occasion in India and is celebrated 
with worshipping in temples, illumination, fireworks, 
feasts etc. There are two different traditions for the 
origin and significance thereof. One relates it to epic 
Rämäyan, which is about 4000 years old. It deals with 
the life of Ram, who is considered an incarnation of 
Lord Vishnu. He was the eldest son of Dashrath, the 
king of Ayodhyä. Since the king wanted to retire, he 
decided to crown Ram. But while the preparations 
were being made for that purpose, Ram had to go into 
exile for fourteen years in order to fulfill the promise 
that his father had given to queen Kaikeyi.  
 
Ram’s wife Seeta and brother Laxman voluntarily 
accompanied him. During the period of exile Rävan, 
the king of Lanka, carried away Seetä to Lanka. In 
order to release her from his captivity Ram had to 
invade Lanka. During that battle Rävan was killed on 
the day of Dashherä (Tenth day of month Ashvin) and 
in token of that victory the day is celebrated as Vijayä 
Dashami (Day of victory). 

Thereafter Ram allotted the throne of Lanka to 
Vibhishan, the brother of Rävan and undertook the 
journey to Ayodhyä. He reached there on the last day 
of Ashvin  It was a great occasion for the people of 
Ayodhyä; their beloved prince and heir to the throne 
of Ayodhyä had come back after 14 long years. As 
such, they celebrated it with all possible pomp and 
splendor. They colored their homes, illuminated them 
with lights; prepared sweets and released fireworks. 
Since then the day is celebrated as Deepävali every 
year.  
 
The other significance of Deepävali relates to Lord 
Mahäveer’s Nirvän. He was born in 599 BC, 
renounced in 569 BC at the age of thirty, underwent 
spiritual pursuit for twelve and a half year and 
attained Kevaljnän (Omniscience) at the age of 42. 
Thereafter he moved from place to place for 30 years 
in order to spread his message and attained liberation 
at the age of 72. That is termed as Nirvän, which took 
place in 527 B.C. on the last night of Ashwin. This 
November 11 thus marks 2541st anniversary of his 
Nirvän. 
 
When the Lord attained liberation, the people 
celebrated it in various ways; they lighted the lamps, 
put on fine clothes, went to temples and distributed 
sweets. The questions may, however, arise, ‘How is it 
appropriate to celebrate the departure of Lord? 
Should it not be a time of mourning? How is it 
justifiable to celebrate a day that happens to be the 
day of Lord’s final departure?’ This is, however, not 
the case of death as we understand it; it is the 
attainment of liberation, which is the final destination 
for every living being. The life of Lord constituted the 
journey toward it and he reached there on the day of 
Deepävali. Is it not worth celebrating it? 
  
While the Lord was alive, his lustrous aura used to 
spread the light of enlightenment.  Since that aura 
disappeared with the departure of his soul, the people 
experienced a sort of darkness. In order to remove it 
they lighted lamps. Since then the day is being 
celebrated every year as the festival of lights. It is also 
symbolic of ushering in enlightenment and dispelling 
the darkness of ignorance. The celebration becomes 
particularly significant because many indigenous 
traders close their accounts on that day, figure out the 
profit made during the year and distribute bonus to 
the employees. 
 
The next day happens to be the New Year in Gujarat 
and Rajasthan and is celebrated by going to temples, 
putting on fine clothes, exchanging New Year 
greetings and availing the feasts. In other parts of 
India it is reckoned as the second day of Diwäli and 
the people continue to celebrate it as such. 
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For the Jain community there is an additional 
significance of that day. Gautamswämi, the foremost 
pupil of Lord Mahäveer, attained omniscience that day 
at dawn. His first name was Indrabhooti and Gautam 
was his last name. He had earlier been a reputed 
Brahmin pundit. When Lord Mahäveer attained 
omniscience, Indrabhooti was busy performing a 
major sacrifice along with his two brothers and other 
colleagues. He came to know that instead of coming to 
the place of sacrifice the people were going elsewhere.  
 
While enquiring about it, he was told that the people 
were going to the assembly of Lord Mahäveer, who had 
attained omniscience. Indrabhooti could not believe it; 
In order to dispute Lord’s omniscience he went to his 
assembly. But his ego of being a great pundit started 
melting on seeing the Lord. There lurked in his mind a 
doubt about the eternity of soul; when Lord dispelled it 
with the kind words, Indrabhooti surrendered to him 
and became his first pupil. When the Lord set up his 
religious order, he divided his followers in 11 groups 
(Gana) and Indrabhooti became his first Ganadhar 
(group leader). Thereafter he composed the teaching of 
Lord in twelve parts, which are collectively known as 
Dwädashängi. 
 
Gautamswämi was intensely devoted to the Lord. His 
regard for him was so great that he could not conceive 
of getting separated from the Lord. The regard had 
reached a level of subtle attachment and that was 
coming in the way of his attaining omniscience. By 
virtue of his high intellect and great knowledge he 
secured many followers; quite a few of them attained 
omniscience, but he remained bereft of it. Lord 
Mahäveer knew that the attachment of his pupil was 
too strong to be eradicated at ease and that he would 
not gain the omniscience unless he gives it up. Lord 
also knew that it would be very hard for his pupil to 
bear his separation. As such, when Lord was to attain 
liberation, he sent Gautamswämi to a neighboring 
place for enlightening one Devsharmä and left the 
mortal remains in his absence. 
 
After enlightening Devsharmä when Gautamswämi 
was coming back, he heard about the Lord’s departure. 
On hearing it he was overcome with intense grief. For 
him it was a highly anguishing moment; for a while he 
could not make out how the Lord could have left him. 
While deeply pondering over it, he remembered that 
the Lord was totally detached and was above the sense 
of belonging. How could he maintain any sort of 
attachment? That led Gautamswämi to shake off his 
attachment and he attained omniscience at dawn. That 
happened at the beginning of the Gujarati New Year 
and is being celebrated as such. 

In token of these two major events the devotees pass Diwäli 
night by chanting Mahaveerswämi Pärgatäya Namah 
(Obeisance to liberated Lord Mahaveer) and at dawn they 
chant (Gautamswämi Sarvajnäya Namah (Obeisance to 
omniscient Lord Gautamswämi). The next day is 
celebrated as Bhäi Beej in India. On that day sisters invite 
the brothers for a lunch or dinner and the brothers give 
them the appropriate gifts.   
  
Another significance of this November relates to the 
birthday of Shrimad Rajchandra that occurs this year on 
November 25. He was a great spiritual philosopher. He was 
born on the full moon day of Kärtik that happened to be 
the tenth day of November 1867. This November thus 
marks 148th birthday of the great man. He has mostly 
written in the form of letters addressed to his followers and 
sometime to himself. But he has also composed two books. 
One is Mokshamäla, which is mainly meant for growing 
youths. Its highly illustrative 1o8 lessons were written by 
Shrimad at the age of 16 within three days. 
 
The other is Ätmasiddhi Shästra that exclusively deals with 
soul. Its existence, everlastingness, incurring of Karma, 
bearing the consequences, the possibility for liberation and 
the way of attaining it have been convincingly presented 
therein; Shrimad has virtually contained the entire 
spiritual realm within the bowl of that book. The extent of 
spiritual wealth that abided at his heart can be gauged from 
the fact that its highly meaningful 142 stanzas were written 
by him at one sitting within an hour and a half. Nothing 
worth considering spiritual has been left out. Those, who 
want to study the spiritualism at depth, will not be required 
to look for any other source. 
 
Before concluding it is worth saying a few words about the 
months in Indian calendar. A month starts on the first day 
of bright half of the moon and ends on no moon day. The 
system was, however, different earlier. Months used to 
start on the first day of dark half and end on full moon day. 
The month of Ashwin thus used to end on full moon day of 
the present Ashwin and the remaining period of the month 
was reckoned as first half of Kärtik. In Kalpasootra and 
other books the day of Lord Mahaveer’s Nirvän has 
therefore been mentioned as no moon day of Kärtik. 
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……. Continued from page 3 
forever. Some changes, such as withering of flowers become evident; while others, such as aging come to the 
notice after a long time; but the process of change is continuing every moment. Science also states that 
whatever we see in the universe happens to be composition. Every composition is subject to decomposition; 
old compositions get decomposed and new ones take their place. The original substances are, however, not 
compositions and are not subject to decomposition. Soul is a substance by itself; it is not a composition and 
cannot therefore be decomposed. It is everlasting and is termed here as indestructible. The spiritual pursuit 
consists of looking for its well-being. 
 

 

Hoy tehno näsh nahi, nahin teh nahi hoy; 
Ek samay te sau samay, bhed avasthä joy. (10) 

 
Translation: What exists cannot be destroyed and what does not exist cannot come in existence; what exists 
at one time continues to exist forever, the difference that is seen is in the states. 
 
Explanation: It is not possible to produce anything in the true sense of the term.  What we normally call 
production happens to be the composition. All objects are composed from the objects that had been in 
existence; and that is normally termed as production. The same way, no object can be entirely destroyed. 
What we call destruction happens to be decomposition. The process of composition and decomposition has 
thus been continually going on in the universe; that leads to changing the states of the object concerned. What 
we normally term as production or destruction thus happens to be mere transformation. 
 
What we have to consider here is whether lifeless Pudgal can be transformed into soul or whether soul can be 
transformed into Pudgal. Jainism says that such transformation is not possible. With the help of science, we 
have brought out many lifeless objects by combination or composition of Pudgals. We have even been 
successful in producing robots and have put them to work. But it has not been possible to put life therein. No 
permutation, combination or composition of Pudgal can be visualized to bring about the conscious soul and 
neither can conscious soul be reduced to lifeless matter. It is therefore said here that what exists can never be 
destroyed and what does not exist cannot come into existence; the differences that are noticed relates to the 
change in states. 
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